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can remain logical and consistent—than it is to remain
consistent with both types, since the intermediate stand-
point is lacking. Realism as well as nominalism if pursued
consistently leads to finality, clarity, and uniformity. But
the weighing1 and adjustment of the oppositcs leads to
confusion and to an unsatisfactory issue for the types, since
to neither is the solution completely satisfying.
De R<5musat has collected from Abdlard's writings a
whole series of almost contradictory assertions relating to
our subject He exclaims: "Faut-il aclmettre en effet, ce
vaste et incoherent ensemble de doctrines dans la tfite d'un
soul homme et la philosophic d'A Wlard est elle le chaos ?"
From nominalism AWlard takes the truth that the
universalia are words, in the sense that they are intellectual
conventions expressed by language; furthermore, he takes
from it the truth that a thing in reality is not universal
but always something particular, and that substance in
reality is never a universal but an individual fact From
Realism Ab61arcl takes the truth that * genera' and * speciesJ
are combinations of individual facts and things on the
ground of their indubitable similarity, Conceptualiwi is
for him the mediatory standpoint; this is to be understood
as a function which comprises the individual objects per-
ceived, classifies them into genera and species upon the
basis of their similarity, and thus reduces their absolute
multiplicity to a relative unity, However unquestionable
multiplicity and diversity may be, the existence of
similarities, which by means of the concept makes fusion
possible, is equally beyond dispute. For whoever is
psychologically so adapted as to perceive mainly the
similarity of things the collective or constellating concept
is, so to speak, taken for granted, *,*, it frankly obtrudes
itself with the undeniable actuality of the sense-perception.
But, for the man who is psychologically so adjusted as to
perceive mainly the diversity of things, the similarity of

